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ABSTRACT
Cognitive ability is important component of competitive ability of athletes, important content of winning elements in sports, and important topic of modern sports training and scientific research. These problems will restrict the improvement of athletes' cognitive ability and mental level. Based on the theory of psychology, used multiple hierarchical thinking, researches cognitive theory of sports and the characteristics of cognitive ability of elite athletes, researches the structure element system of cognitive ability, constructs a two-level structure model of the cognitive ability of excellent athletes, summarizes specific characteristics of the first level elements, and applies psychological cognitive theory to the training of modern Olympic Games mobilization, so as to provide valuable cognitive training, psychological training and intelligence training for athletes theoretical guidance.
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1. PREFACE
Improving the cognitive ability of athletes is one of the important topics in the research of modern Olympic Games. With the rapid development of modern scientific and technological civilization, the level of sports competition in the world is constantly improving. In any sport, the differences between the physical fitness and skills of excellent athletes are getting smaller and smaller. It is no longer the simple physical skills that determine the outcome of the competition. The mental ability of athletes has become the key to determine the outcome of high-level competition. The psychological and intellectual ability of athletes will inevitably become an important issue that must be studied in modern sports science, such as the cognitive function and personalized training of athletes, the causes and solutions of bad psychological phenomena of athletes in the process of training and competition, the change law and adjustment of excellent athletes' psychological state before competition, etc., which need the use of modern scientific and technological means and cutting-edge professional training. It can help athletes to break through their potential and contribute to the progress of national sports and the development of the Olympic movement.

High intensity competitive events require athletes to have strong physical fitness, superb technical level, strong psychological ability and excellent intelligence level, and win the match in one-to-one high-strength direct attack and defense confrontation. Modern Olympic Games have very high requirements for athletes' cognitive ability, psychological ability and intellectual ability. These abilities are just the important core competitive ability of special sports. Its constituent elements and characteristics directly reflect the essence of sports and the law of winning. It is an important subject of modern sports training and scientific research to study the structural elements and characteristics of athletes' competitive ability and cognitive ability. By using the methods of literature review and induction, this paper discusses the existing problems in the field of sports cognition in China, studies the theory of sports cognition, the mental ability and characteristics of athletes, and constructs the structural element model and characteristic system of athletes' cognitive ability.

2. REVIEW OF RELATED CONCEPTS OF MOTOR COGNITION THEORY
Cognition is a professional term in psychology, is psychological behavior or psychological process in which external information obtains and applies
knowledge through feeling, perception, thinking and experience analysis[1]. Cognitive process includes the use of existing knowledge and the generation of new knowledge. In other words, cognition is a process in which the human brain receives external information, processes it and transforms it into internal psychological activities, so as to acquire knowledge or apply knowledge. The main elements of cognition are feeling, perception, thinking, imagination, memory and language.

Cognitive function is the advanced neural activity of human and animal brain, mainly including all aspects of mental and intellectual activities, such as feeling, perception, learning and memory, among which the most important is learning and memory. Cognitive function includes perception, memory, learning, attention, understanding, calculation, decision-making and language ability[2].

Cognitive abilities are the most important psychological conditions for people to successfully complete activities. They are the ability of human brain to process, store and extract information. Chen Huichang [3] believes that cognitive ability refers to the ability of human brain to process, store and extract information, such as observation, memory and imagination. People know the objective world and obtain all kinds of knowledge, which mainly depends on people's cognitive ability. Che Wenbo [4] believes that cognitive ability refers to the ability of learning, research, understanding, generalization and analysis, and the ability of receiving, processing, storing and applying information. American psychologist R.M. Gagne [5] proposed that cognitive ability includes: speech information, intelligence skills, cognitive strategy, attitude, motor skills.

Cognitive function and cognitive ability are important concepts in cognitive theory. A correct understanding of these concepts is helpful to the study of motor cognition. Then we can see that the brain has a unique function of cognition and memory, which is based on the process of cognition and memory. Continuously acquire new knowledge and experience. Cognition is a process of psychological and intellectual activities of constantly acquiring and applying knowledge. Sports cognition is a cognitive activity related to sports, which determines the level of athletes' learning, mastering and using of sports knowledge, sports skills, sports skills and tactics.

3. ATHLETES' COGNITIVE ABILITY AND CHARACTERISTICS

The essential attributes of sports create the unique cognitive ability of athletes. The psychological and intellectual ability of an athlete determines the intensity, nature and characteristics of his psychological activities. Different cognitive abilities directly affect the level of the athlete's learning and application of skills and tactics, and determine the quality and level of the athlete's competitive ability. The higher the cognitive ability of an athlete, the higher the level of the athlete's acceptance, mastery and application of skills and tactics in the competition, the more we can give full play to our advantages and defeat our opponents. According to the constituent elements of sports cognitive ability (the main constituent elements of sports cognitive ability are: sports perception, sports attention, sports thinking, sports imagination and sports memory), this paper discusses the athletes' cognitive ability and its characteristics.

3.1. Sports Perception

Motion perception mainly includes space perception, time perception and speed perception. Athletes have strong ability to receive and understand external information, and they have the characteristics of fast and accurate response to action time, speed level and spatial direction. In front of a close opponent, they should be good at analyzing the opponent's sports style and characteristics, and use their own cognitive ability to effectively read and understand the competition, so as to make full use of their strengths and avoid weaknesses, seize the fleeting opportunity, and make rapid progress reaction (such as effective dodge, quick counterattack), and precise defense and attack, win the game.

3.2. Sports Attention

Sports attention is the direction and concentration of psychological activities to certain objects in the process of sports, mainly including observation and distribution. The observation ability of sports attention has the characteristics of clarity, agility, accuracy and timeliness. Athletes should clearly observe the opponent's speed, strength, endurance, technical combination, tactical use and other characteristics in the competition. According to the observed information, they should make a quick judgment, take timely countermeasures, and carry out accurate and effective defense and attack. Attention distribution has the characteristics of stability, concentration, comprehensiveness and flexibility. For example, the attention stability of combat athletes is generally high, concentration and flexibility are strong, but the scope of attention is not high, and the comprehensiveness of attention is low.

3.3. Sports Thinking

Sports thinking is psychological process of accepting, analyzing, understanding, mastering and applying sports knowledge or skills, including
operational thinking, predictive thinking and tactical thinking [6]. Boxing requires high operational thinking of athletes, and has strong processing ability of competition information, which is mainly manifested in the ability of comprehensive analysis, calculation and interpretation of information of competition field and opponents, independent thinking and winning by wisdom. Predictive thinking is mainly reflected in taking effective measures according to the opponent's technical style and action habits, or making reasonable strategic arrangements for their next action quickly according to the actual situation of the game. In terms of tactical thinking, athletes need to adopt different tactics according to the different styles and levels of their opponents, actively grasp the initiative of the competition according to the skills of their opponents, and use techniques and tactics according to the characteristics of their own physical skills. Moreover, their playing styles are flexible and changeable, making their opponents unpredictable.

3.4. Sports Imagery

Sports imagination includes imagery training and competition imagination, which is used to assist daily skill training, psychological adjustment and preparation before competition. For example: athletes can use rich imagination, assume the opponent, imagine the scene of the game, fully analyze the false opponent, according to the opponent's offensive thinking, should take effective measures, can repeatedly strengthen, when the actual game in a similar situation, you can make an accurate response at the first time, let your attack and defense become more comfortable. Sports imagination can help athletes adjust their mental state of tension and anxiety, and make full preparations before competition.

3.5. Sports Memory

Sports memory mainly includes motor short-term memory, motor long-term memory and motor memory. Motor memory has the characteristics of integrity, clarity and relevance. High level athletes in the long-term periodic training will form a unique technical style, skill formation into the automation stage, easy to form inherent movement habits. Excellent athletes need to have the ability to discover the opponent's movement habits, and use the short time in the competition to quickly understand the opponent and make accurate analysis. Therefore, good short-term memory and recall are the important memory characteristics that excellent athletes should have.

4. RESEARCH ON THE STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF ATHLETES' MENTAL ABILITY

Based on the basic theory of psychology, this paper analyzes the composition of the first level elements of motor cognitive ability, and holds that the motor cognitive ability mainly includes space perception, time perception and speed perception. Sports thinking mainly includes operational thinking, predictive thinking and tactical thinking. Sports attention mainly includes motor observation and attention distribution. Sports imagination mainly includes imagery training and competition imagination. Sports memory mainly includes short-term memory, long-term memory and motor memory (reminiscing). According to the research needs, the sub elements of the primary elements are regarded as the secondary elements of motor cognitive ability.

Based on the research of sports cognitive ability and characteristics, combined with the special characteristics of sports, this paper deduces and summarizes the elements of athletes' mental ability, analyzes the secondary structure elements of athletes' special mental ability, and concretely describes the importance of the secondary elements.

(1) Athletes' perception of movement can be divided into the ability to respond to information stimuli such as action time, speed level and spatial direction. The main characteristics of action time perception can be summarized as: accuracy, rapidity, predictability and durability. The main characteristics of speed level perception are agility, accuracy, responsiveness and predictability. The main characteristics of spatial direction perception are: accuracy, stability, predictability and rapidity.

(2) Attention ability of athletes mainly includes movement observation ability and attention distribution ability, among which the main characteristics of movement observation ability are accuracy, agility, comprehensiveness and clarity; the main characteristics of attention distribution ability are concentration, comprehensiveness, flexibility and stability.

(3) Sports thinking ability of athletes mainly includes operational thinking, predictive thinking and tactical thinking. The main characteristics of operational thinking are agility, effectiveness, pertinence and flexibility. The main characteristics of predictive thinking are: accuracy, pertinence, effectiveness and flexibility. The main characteristics of tactical thinking are pertinence, effectiveness, flexibility and comprehensiveness.

(4) Athletes’ sports imagination ability mainly includes imagery training ability and competition
imagination ability. The main characteristics of imagery training ability can be summarized as: logic, pertinence, predictability and suggestibility. The main characteristics of competition imagination are: reasoning, prediction, pertinence and suggestibility.

(5) Athletes' sports memory ability mainly includes short-term memory, long-term memory and sports memory ability. The main characteristics of sports short-term memory ability can be summarized as: timeliness, clarity, relevance and integrity. The main characteristics of long-term memory are: clarity, integrity, relevance and integrity. The main characteristics of motor recall ability are: relevance, timeliness, clarity and integrity.

Athletes' cognitive training or mental ability training can be compared with the elements of athletes' cognitive ability one by one, combined with the inductive description of the characteristics of the secondary elements, analyze the weakness of athletes' competitive ability, deeply analyze the characteristics of athletes' special mental ability, and train, strengthen and improve them pertinently, so as to provide an important theoretical basis for sports scientific training. In this study, there are still many deficiencies in the design of the structure model of the secondary elements of athletes' cognitive ability. There are still many imperfections in the summary of the secondary elements and their characteristics of athletes' cognitive ability, which need to be further revised in the future study and research.

5. MAIN CONCLUSIONS

(1) Sports cognition is a kind of cognitive activity related to sports. It is a process of learning, acquiring and applying sports skills and sports related knowledge in a specific environment and rules. The components of athletes' cognitive ability mainly include motor sense, motor perception, motor attention, motor thinking, motor imagination and motor memory.

(2) Abilities of sports perception, sports memory, sports perception, sports memory, sports perception and sports imagination belong to the category of motor cognition, motor memory. Athletes' cognitive ability can not be equal to psychological ability, intellectual ability or mental ability. They have different concepts and contents, but have common structural elements.

(3) Sports cognitive ability contains a lot of complex psychological concept knowledge. Hierarchical fission analysis of cognitive ability elements and exploration of its content microstructure and characteristics will help to clarify the goal, content and direction of boxing scientific training, make boxing psychological training and intelligence training more targeted and enrich sports psychology. The purpose of this paper is to promote the application of cognitive theory to training practice.

(4) Application of psychological cognitive theory to the training of modern Olympic athletes is to evaluate and analyze the athletes' cognitive function (cognitive ability), formulate personalized training scheme according to the level of athletes' cognitive function, and carry out grouping and grading training. Theoretically, it is not difficult to understand: personalized training based on different cognitive levels will help to improve the competitive ability of athletes, and help to improve the level of athletes' training and competition in scientific and orderly way.
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